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Theosophy Trust Books, United States, 2007. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 152 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The remarkable essays in this
volume were written for the expressed purpose of helping both the newcomer to spiritual thinking
as well as the skilled practitioner to see the everyday objects - from the wind and ships to deserts
and lakes - and subjects - from dogs and ravens to dolphins and whales - surrounding us as
concrete embodiments and living symbols of the fundamental spiritual Essence from which
everything has evolved. These universal symbols are not just accidental mental constructs but are
living realities that not only point to spiritual dimensions far beyond themselves but profoundly
embody those spiritual realities. Learning to see the world around us afresh in the light of its
spiritual dimension reorients us to taking up again the age-old task of treading the Path and aids us
in activating our higher spiritual capacities which, when awakened, shed the pristine light of
universal Theosophy on the path of spiritual self-regeneration in the service of humanity. The 28
wide-ranging articles in this volume span a wide spectrum of human thought: from the Tetraktys...
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This book is really gripping and interesting. It is actually full of knowledge and wisdom I am very easily will get a delight of reading a written ebook.
-- Ms. Sadie Padberg IV-- Ms. Sadie Padberg IV

A very wonderful pdf with lucid and perfect answers. Of course, it is play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like just
how the article writer compose this book.
-- Gunner Haag-- Gunner Haag
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